This and That solutions

Subsidiary indications in * clues refer to capitalized words below.

Across
*1 the agony and the "ECSTASY"
  7 M.A.D(egre)E
  12 T/R/OTTER
*14 first and FOREMOST*
  15 EYING (H)
  17 ALIT*
  19 SP(e)EW (R)
  20 E.R.A./SURE
*21 here and THERE (H)
*22 rhyme and RE/A S0N(g)
  23 POSSE(ss)
  25 NOD/S (R)
*29 hail and FAR E./WE'LL
  30 PIT (2)
  31 MI(RAC)LE (partially R)
*34 P(R)IM* and proper
  35 B(OTT)OM (R)
*36 ROCK* and roll
*37 black and "BLUE"
  38 b)RIDE(s
*39 COUNTRY and western (2)

Down
*1 CA/USE and effect
*2 stars and STRIPES*
  3 TEENER (H)
  4 ARM (H)
*5 S(TICK)S and stones
  6 b)IOTA
  8 ATE*
*9 search and DESTROY*
  10 ER/A (R)
  11 T(0Y S*/H)OP
  13 TULS/A (R)
*16 TRIAL* and error
*18 ladies and GENTLEMEN*
*23 SALT* and pepper
*24 PURE(e and simple
*25 straight and NARROW (2)
  26 DECOYS*
  27 BEETLE*
  28 STOOD (H)
*29 TRACK and field (2)
  32 ELBA (R)
*33 SWEET and sour (2)